
Our employee value proposition aligns employees’ personal goals and aspirations with the 
objectives and deliverables of our business.



Safe and effective  
people who respect  
and care



Employee and contractor safety

The Group’s sustained efforts to ensure 
a safe working environment were 
overshadowed this year by seven tragic 
incidents at our operations that resulted 
in 11 fatalities. Fatal incidents remain 
unacceptable and we continue to 
strengthen our zero harm resolve. The 
fatalities are particularly disappointing in 
view of the expenditure and effort we 
have put into safety initiatives, technical 
solutions and training across the Group. 

The benefits of these investments are 
evident in the notable safety milestones 
achieved this year in most of the 
operations. However, our analysis of fatal 
and lost-time injuries has shown that 
human failure remains a factor. We are 
therefore placing renewed focus on 
improving the safety culture of our 
employees, especially at our Impala 
Rustenburg and Marula operations. 

Our strategic approach 
to safety
Ensuring the safety and health of our 
employees, contractors and suppliers is 
essential if we are to respect their most 
fundamental rights. Our safety strategy 
strives to foster a culture of safety and 
achieve our vision of zero harm. The 
strategy is informed by external and 
internal reviews of our safety systems 
and culture and by a continual analysis 
of the root causes of all fatal, reportable 
and lost-time incidents.

Ensuring the safety and health of our employees, contractors 
and suppliers is essential if we are to respect their most 
fundamental rights.

Our safety strategy has three main pillars, each of which is underpinned by an accompanying set of action plans.

• Culture
• Leadership
• Supervision
• Skills
• Attitudes
• Motivation
• Teamwork
• Team mobilisation
• Zero harm incentives

• Respect and care
• Technical initiatives

–  Equipment
–  Design

•  Housekeeping
•  Zero harm incentives

•  Adopting leading practices
•  Accident investigation
•  Risk Management System 

(ISO 31000)
•  Standards
•  Policies and procedures
•  Safety training (ZIP)

Person

Practices
Physical 

environment

Safety strategy
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Person
This pillar is about ensuring that we have 
the right skills, teamwork, intelligence, 
knowledge, motivation, attitudes and 
abilities to achieve zero harm.

Safety culture
Our safety leadership self-assessments 
have shown that we continue to have a 
“dependent” safety culture in which 
effective supervision is needed to ensure 
compliance with safety rules and 
procedures at all levels, including 
management. A core goal of our safety 
strategy is to create an “interdependent” 
safety culture where every employee is 
committed to safe working practices, 
taking clear responsibility for their own 
actions and helping others to adopt 
good safety practices. This is essential if 
we are to achieve and maintain our 
desired safety performance and zero 
harm. The CEO, with the support of the 
executive team, continues to drive our 
overarching objective of developing the 
right safety culture through effective 
leadership and by demonstrating visible 
personal commitment. The principal 
leadership initiatives being implemented 
to develop the right safety culture are 
reviewed below.

We have continued to implement the 
five-pillar cultural transformation 
framework developed by the Chamber of 
Mines’ Mine Health and Safety Council 
(MHSC) and to embed the Mining 
Charter’s health and safety 
commitments.

Effective leadership
Implats’ executives and all senior 
management (E level) and professional 
qualified (D level) production managers 
have attended the best-practice Zero 
Incident Process (ZIP) for Leaders 
training programme. The programme 
provides managers with insight into the 

human behavioural aspects of safety and 
how to influence this to achieve 
improved safety awareness and 
performance in their subordinates.

All E and D level managers complete a 
ZIP safety leadership self-assessment 
survey every six months, aimed at 
measuring the perceived safety culture 
among this group of managers. All 
E level production managers from our 
South African operations undertook a 
360° health and safety leadership 
assessment (using the assessment tool 
proposed by the Mining Charter 
guideline), which entails assessment by 
subordinates and colleagues.

Visible felt leadership has been 
increased, with D and E level leaders 
now required to make four (previously 
two) observations per month. In-house 
training is provided.

A four-day leadership training course 
aimed at mine overseers and shift 
supervisor level leaders incorporates ZIP 
safety principles and is designed to 
empower supervisors to lead their teams 
in safe production. This year, 178 leaders 
participated in the programme. ZIP for 
Leaders principles will be adopted in all 
safety plans at shaft level.

Safety reward system
We implement a zero-harm incentive 
scheme, which divides the incentive 
equally between safety and production. 
The safety component comprises the 
leading requirement that nets and bolts 
be installed on all panels and 
development ends, as well as the 
lagging measure of workforce lost-time 
injuries. The long-term incentive scheme 
for D and E levels also includes the 
lagging FIFR three-year performance 
compared with industry peers. The 
short-term incentive scheme for E level 

management has been increased to 
35%, with a component of lead 
indicators. In addition, all employees 
receive an equal bonus payment when 
their teams work for 90 consecutive 
days without a lost-time injury.

Supervisors’ technical training
A five-day ex-leave training programme 
for mine managers, mine overseers, shift 
supervisors and miners, that covers 
managing a half-level production section 
safely and effectively, with emphasis 
on the planning processes with the 
participation of the multi-disciplined 
technical teams. The training includes 
information on revised standards 
and new technology. This year, 
3 641 employees participated.

Safety representative training
Every team has an elected part-time 
safety representative. Over the last three 
financial years all these safety 
representatives have been trained 
through an accredited MQA training 
course. All newly elected safety 
representatives will be trained. By June 
2016, 5 245 employees across the 
Group (11.12%) had undergone training, 
exceeding our target of 8% by 3%.

Team mobilisation
Team-mobilisation training is a five-day 
course on site, aimed at building trust 
and enhancing team functionality, 
committing production teams to action 
plans and collective accountability for 
safe production. We plan to adjust the 
training to more strongly establish 
the miner’s role as leader. To date, 
316 active teams (12 people in a team) 
have completed the training and we will 
continue to train a further 245 active 
teams (five teams each week). Once all 
stoping teams have been trained all 
redevelopment, on and off-reef teams 
will be trained.
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Employee and contractor safety

Disciplinary process
To ensure disciplinary action is taken 
when there are breaches in safety 
conditions or behaviours, our disciplinary 
process has been automated where 
possible, removing a manager’s 
discretion on whether to take discipline 
or not. Disciplinary action is monitored 
and reported regularly and managers are 
held accountable.

Managing high-risk employees
An analysis of various data sets 
(including medical, human resources/
financial, disciplinary, production) has 
highlighted a number of employees who 
could be at a significantly higher risk of 
having or causing a safety incident. 
Steps are taken to mitigate the level of 
risk, for example through formal 
counselling. The data analysis and formal 
monitoring of identified high-risk 
individuals is ongoing.

Practices
This pillar of our strategy is about 
providing best practice policies and 
procedures, risk assessments, standards 
training and safety interactions.

Information management
The OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health 
and Safety Management Standard will 
be replaced with an ISO 45001 system 
by the end of 2016. Zimplats and 
Mimosa are OHSAS 18001 certified. 
Impala Rustenburg, Marula and Impala 
Springs are aiming for ISO 45001 
certification by 2018. Independent 
consultants have completed a detailed 
gap analysis of the OHS systems at 
these operations to identify potential 
compliance gaps, which will be 
addressed.

Systems are in place to capture and 
report on leading safety indicators 
and measure the following indicators 
for trends:
●● stop observations performed;
●● pre-work alcohol testing;
●● road behaviour monitoring; and
●● work stoppages on safety audits/

inspections.

We have identified 14 major hazards at 
Impala Rustenburg and identified control 
standards for each. All Impala standards 
and procedures associated with these 
major hazards have been linked to each 
hazard and are available electronically on 
the intranet.

Every lost-time injury is analysed to 
determine behavioural and control 
failures and whether breaches of safe 
production rules were wilful or not. All 
accident investigations include the 
human error assessment in the formal 
accident investigation process. We will 
be monitoring and enforcing the deemed 
action required by the “human failure” 
guide.

Triggered Action Response Plan 
(TARP)
TARP is a system that requires the 
formal examination for known hazards in 
the workplace and then the formal 
implementation of appropriate and 
predetermined action and response 
measures. TARP focuses on recognition 
and response to hazards associated with 
ground conditions and ventilation. 
Regular refresher training is given to 
ensure TARP is applied as intended and 
management is required to check and 
monitor understanding and compliance 
by every team. The system is fully rolled 
out at Impala Rustenburg and Marula is 
finalising its roll out.

Women in mining safety forum
Our “women in mining” safety forum at 
Impala Rustenburg meets monthly to 
identify and address safety and health 
issues specific to women. This year we 
have improved the availability and quality 
of specialised personal protective 
equipment (PPE) for women and have 
completed a PPE code of practice for 
the safety of women. We continue to 
introduce initiatives aimed at improving 
the safety and security of women 
working underground.

Fatigue management
A code of practice for employee fatigue 
management has been developed and 
communicated to employees.

Critical controls
We have identified our material 
unwanted events (MUEs) and are 
following ICMM practice guidelines to 
develop a critical control management 
system to ensure line management 
focuses on the controls aimed at 
preventing these events.

Critical safe behaviours
We identified a set of “critical safe 
behaviours” for the five most critical 
occupations – rock drill operators, 
scraper winch operators, locomotive 
operators, panel operators and trackless 
machine operators – and rolled out a 
training and awareness programme and 
measurement system aimed at 
encouraging the right behaviours needed 
to ensure safety. We will entrench these 
behaviours through supervisory and 
compliance measures. We are 
developing support documents for the 
critical safe behaviours for the next five 
critical occupations.

Section 23 actions
Section 23 of the Mine Health and Safety 
Act (MHSA) empowers employees to 
withdraw from their workplace if there is 
a perceived danger to their health and 
safety. We need to formalise and 
systemise the process of Section 23 
withdrawals to ensure employees report 
any danger and that work is stopped 
until the risk has been mitigated. Safety 
representatives have been trained and 
issued with Section 23 withdrawal 
booklets.

Safety inspection system
A pilot IsoMetrix safety inspection 
system is being tested at Impala 
Rustenburg 16 Shaft and safety officers 
are using the system to capture all 
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inspections. Reporting templates will be 
developed. Following the trial at 
16 Shaft, we will decide on future roll 
out to other shafts.

Safety structure
Due to financial constraints and the 
Company restructuring during 2016, our 
safety department reduced the central 
independent team of safety officers that 
performs a follow-up audit function. At 
the Impala Rustenburg and Marula 
operations, line managers will 
consequently be responsible for 
following up and closing out issues 
identified by the safety audits and stop 
notes. The central safety department will, 
however, maintain a supportive safety 
role for all operating areas in the Group.

New explosives regulations
New regulations on the handling of 
explosives promulgated in terms of the 
MHSA are more prescriptive and 
introduce various additions to the 
previous regulations. We are engaging 
with the authorities to clarify 
expectations and work towards ensuring 
compliance.

Physical environment
This pillar of our strategy is about 
ensuring a safe physical environment, 
reducing risks through appropriate 
equipment, housekeeping, engineering, 
planning and design.

Roof bolts and nets: All stope panels 
and all “on reef” and “off reef” 
development ends at Impala Rustenburg 
and Marula operations have had roof 
bolts and netting fitted as protection 
against falls of ground. This initiative is 
used as a formal lead indicator 
component of the production bonus 
and accounts for 25% of the team’s 
bonus value.

Proximity Detection Systems (PDS) on 
trackless machinery: All underground 
trackless mobile machinery (TMM) has 
been equipped with a vehicle-to-vehicle 
and vehicle-to-person detection system. 

Actions are being taken to meet the 
DMR requirement that PDS systems be 
rolled out to surface machinery.

PDS on track-bound machinery: A key 
focus is to improve our locomotive safety 
initiatives. We aim to have front driven 
train technology and proximity detection 
on all track-bound machinery. Following 
the installation and evaluation of a pilot 
project at Impala Rustenburg 16 Shaft, 
the PDS is being rolled out to all 
locomotives at the shaft and the roll out 
at 11 Shaft is planned.

Vertical shaft bank and station safety 
devices: Over the last two years we 
have equipped all vertical shaft surface 
bank areas and underground stations 
with a fail-safe and winder interlocked 
safety device, which will arrest any rail 
bound moving stock before it gets to 
the shaft.

Conveyor belts and underground fire 
risk: Following the major conveyor fire 
incident at Impala Rustenburg 14 Shaft, 
several actions were identified to 
enhance fire prevention controls. We are 
replacing all conveyor belts with fire 
retardant belts. At year end, 62% of the 
operational belts at Impala Rustenburg 
and Marula and 70% of all standard 
belts across the Group had been 
replaced. We are on track to have all 
belts replaced by 2017. The code of 
practice to manage conveyor belts was 
reviewed and redrafted with new 
guidelines promulgated by the DMR. 
Rehabilitation and reconstruction of the 
No 14 Shaft decline conveyor and 
services will continue through to 
March 2017.

Winch-signalling devices: We have 
standardised an electronic winch-
signalling device that gives a 15-second 
audible and visual warning before it 
powers the motor. The system also 
includes a facility to trip the winch from 
any remote area along the length of the 
gully. Reliability problems have been 
resolved and roll out has been 

completed in all centre gullies. 
Application standards for the WPD 
signalling device in stope advanced 
strike gullies was completed and the roll 
out is in progress.

Enhanced central electronic blasting 
system: The SafeBlast® system, or 
similar modern safe blasting system, is 
now installed and functional across 
Marula, Mimosa, Zimplats, E&F, 1, 4, 6, 
7A, 14, 16 and 20 Shafts at Impala 
Rustenburg operations. Implementation 
at Shaft 11 has been delayed owing to 
financial constraints. The SafeBlast® 
system allows stricter control and 
supervision of blasting operations and 
is used in conjunction with the 
SafeStart® IED.

Emergency preparedness and 
response: Power supply constraints and 
uncertainty present risks to employee 
safety. As an energy-intensive user with 
South Africa’s electricity provider Eskom, 
Implats has specific agreements in place 
to mitigate risks of interrupted power. 
This year we undertook a bowtie risk 
assessment of a major power failure 
across Implats, updated all the related 
standards and compiled a major power 
failure manual, which has been 
implemented since March 2016.

Flammable gas management: We 
completed the replacement of GDI 
Enviro with GDI Sentinels at 11, 11C, 14, 
16 and 20 Shaft, and the roll-out of the 
GDI Enviro dual gas measuring devices 
to all shift supervisors, the shaft HOD 
team and full-time health and safety 
representatives. The monitoring of the 
underground flammable gas emissions 
at both 11 and 16 Shafts indicate low 
emissions with no significant change in 
flammable gas emissions.

Underground ventilation doors: The 
installation of ventilation door monitoring 
at shafts continues. At year end, 56% of 
all shafts had been fitted with cable 
installations and 5% with sensor 
installations.
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Over the year we invested R174 million (2015: R221 million) in various technical solutions aimed at protecting all those who work in 
our mines. These investments are reflected in the table and graph below:

Safety technical initiatives

Initiative

Expenditure 
to date 

R’000

Expenditure
for FY16

R’000

Estimated 
completion 

date

Roof bolt and netting 345 586 86 570 Ongoing

Fire retardant conveyor belting 93 701 45 395 Ongoing

SafeBlast® system 46 769 5 956 Ongoing

Fire detection system 12 944 5 232 Complete

WPD signalling devices for scraper winches 148 862 29 268 Ongoing

Proximity detection systems on track-bound machinery 1 786 1 786 Complete

Technical safety interventions

FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16

120%

 100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

■ New winch return rigs ■ New winch signalling devices ■ Shaft safety devices ■ Locomotive speedometers
■ Nets and bolts on Merensky ■ Nets and bolts on UG2 ■ Self-contained self-rescuers ■ PDS

Employee and contractor safety

Our 2016 safety performance
The nine fatalities in South Africa and 
two in Zimbabwe this year are deeply 
upsetting for all of us. These fatalities 
were as a result of seven tragic incidents 
at three operations: Impala Rustenburg 
14 Shaft (six fatalities) and 1 Shaft (three 
fatalities), and Mimosa (two fatalities). 
Four incidents were caused by falls of 

ground, one involved a major fire, one 
involved underground moving equipment 
and another was scraper related. In each 
incident, the root cause was non-
compliance to standards and safe 
production rules, in some cases at 
supervisory level. Disciplinary action has 
been taken and remedial actions 
implemented to prevent repeat incidents.

Although the deterioration in our safety 
performance as measured by lagging 
and leading indicators is disappointing, 
we have made good progress in safety 
improvements to the physical safety 
environment at many business units via 
implementing new technology and 
engineering solutions and significant 
improvements to our practices.

Fatal injury frequency rate (FIFR)
Per million hours worked 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Impala Rustenburg 0.107 0.070 0.052 0.092 0.115
Impala Springs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Marula 0.000 0.111 0.000 0.000 0.130
Mimosa 0.246 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Zimplats 0.000 0.000 0.068 0.000 0.000

Group 0.091 0.058 0.043 0.0065 0.0087
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IN MEMORIAM
We extend our sincere condolences to the families, friends and colleagues of the 
11 permanent employees who died at Impala during the 2016 financial year.

●● Mr Erick Mukazi died in a fall of ground incident on 24 August 2015 at Mimosa

●● Mr Oraile John Sethibang was fatally injured in a fall of ground on 
24 November 2015 at Impala Rustenburg No 14 Shaft

●● Mr Jerome Nkosiphendule Zweni was fatally injured in a fall of ground on 
12 December 2015 at Impala Rustenburg No 14 Shaft

●● Mr Charles Teketai was fatally injured in an incident involving mobile equipment 
underground on 4 January 2016 at Mimosa

●● Mr Vuyani Jackson Kajani was fatally injured in an incident involving a scraper 
on 7 January 2016 at Impala Rustenburg No 1 Shaft

●● Mr Mosala George Moloele, Mr Mosielele Johannes Sesimane, Mr Stephen 
Johnny Kgari and Mr Tshotlego Rantisiripana Moyo died from smoke inhalation 
in a fire incident on 22 January 2016 at Impala Rustenburg No 14 Shaft

●● Mr Ohemile Moses Maamogwa and Mr Tanki Samuel Lepitikoe were fatally 
injured in a fall of ground on 17 May 2016 at Impala Rustenburg No 1 Shaft

Key lagging indicators
The 11 fatalities impacted the lagging 
performance indicators at the respective 
operations and the Group injury rates.
●● The fatal incident frequency rate was 

0.091 per million man-hours worked, 
up from 0.058 in 2015.

●● The reported injury frequency rate 
(RIFR) was 3.83 per million man-
hours, up from 2.63 in 2015.

●● The lost-time injury frequency rate per 
million man-hours (LTIFR) increased 
to 6.49 from 5.27 in 2015.

●● The total injury frequency rate (TIFR) 
– a measure of all recorded injuries, 
including fatalities, lost-time injuries, 
and medical treatment cases – 
increased to 12.31, from 9.78 in 
2015. For comparability with industry 
peers refer to safety data below 
(fatality rates across the South African 
platinum industry).
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Key leading indicators
●● A total of 80 Section 54 stoppage 

instructions (excluding Section 55s) 
were issued in 2016 (2015: 55), 
resulting in the relevant shaft being 
closed for a period. As a result, we 
collectively lost approximately 
398 shaft-days of production across 
the Company, with the resulting 
66 000 platinum ounces lost 
amounting to R1 394 million in lost 
revenue. We support all safety work 
stoppages where there is a direct 
danger to safety. We continue to 
engage actively with the authorities on 
these stoppage instructions. We 
welcome that the stoppage 
instructions issued at Impala 

Rustenburg this year have been more 
focused than in previous years.

●● Our internal safety stoppage system 
recorded a total of 4 856 proactive 
stoppages made in workings during 
2016, compared to 4 016 in 2015.

●● The number of visible-felt-leadership 
(VFL) Stop observations performed 
totalled 48 888 in 2016, compared to 
49 181 in 2015. Prolonged recovery 
actions and DMR instructions 
following Impala 1 Shaft and Impala 
14 Shaft fatal incidences led to the 
0.6% decrease in VFL observations. 
Planned task observations totalled 
81 332, compared to 84 428 in 2015.

●● We achieved 96% compliance in our 
road behaviour testing (120 157 
checks and 4 608 transgressors), as 

compared with 94.4% compliance 
last year; our target is 100%.

●● We conducted 1 639 517 
breathalyser tests (2015: 1 191 278) 
throughout our operations in line with 
Company policy of zero alcohol in the 
workplace. As a result, 429 tested 
positive, representing a 9% decrease 
on the 472 individuals who tested 
positive in 2015. Disciplinary action 
was taken against all employees 
testing positive.

During the year, several potentially 
serious safety incidents occurred, during 
which no injuries were sustained. In each 
case, an investigation into the root cause 
and other contributing factors was 
conducted and disciplinary and remedial 
actions undertaken.

Employee and contractor safety

Implats is committed to safeguarding the health and safety 
of all of its employees and strives to achieve zero harm. If an 
employee loses their life as a result of a work-related 
incident, we recognise the severe impact that this has on 
their family.

We have a We Care programme that provides support and 
opportunities for the children of the deceased to complete 
their education. The benefits are in addition to the Rand 
Mutual and the Pension and Provident fund death benefits 
received by the spouse and children and have been applied 
to all fatalities since 1 July 2009. A total of 238 children 
have been enrolled under the programme. Currently there 

are 125 children receiving educational benefits: 66 are in 
primary school, 33 are in high school, six are in tertiary 
education and there are also 20 pre-school children 
receiving We Care grants.

Implats “We Care” programme

Notable safety achievements
It is important to recognise the significant safety achievements and milestones we achieved across many of our operations.

Operation Date Achievement
Impala Processing 19 July 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (1 year and 6 months)
Impala 1 Shaft 31 July 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (11 months)
Impala 11 Shaft 3 August 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (10 months)
Marula 13 August 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (11 months)
Impala 7 Shaft 4 September 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (3 years and 9 months)
Impala 6 Shaft 9 November 2015 One million fatality-free shifts (2 years and 11 months)
Zimplats 19 November 2015 Four million fatality-free shifts (2 years and 4 months)
Impala 10 Shaft 14 January 2016 One million fatality-free shifts (1 year and 6 months)
Two Rivers 1 March 2016 Three million fatality-free shifts (4 years and 1 month)
Impala 20 Shaft 21 April 2016 Two million fatality-free shifts (3 years)
Impala 16 Shaft 27 April 2016 One million fatality-free shifts (1 year and 7 months)
Impala 11 Shaft 7 May 2016 Two million fatality-free shifts (2 years)
Impala Services 8 May 2016 Eleven million fatality-free shifts (14 years and 11 months)
Impala 4 Shaft 3 June 2016 Two million fatality-free shifts (4 years and 1 month)
Marula 13 June 2016 Two million fatality-free shifts (1 year and 9 months)
Zimplats 17 June 2016 Five million fatality-free shifts (2 years and 10 months)
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Four of our employees tragically died following a fire that 
occurred in the main underground decline at Impala 
Rustenburg 14 Shaft during the night shift on 22 January 
2016. A search and rescue operation for the four men was 
initiated after all other employees were safely evacuated. 
The four employees were overcome by fumes while trying to 
find their way to safety. Implats has and will continue to 
provide support and assistance to the families of the 
employees.

Operations at Shaft 14 were suspended while 
comprehensive investigations were undertaken into the 
sequence of events, the cause of the conveyor belt fire and 
resulting fatalities and the extent of the damage. Forensic 
and third-party investigations are still under way. It was 
found that the detection and suppression systems worked 
according to design since the required warnings were raised 
and water was sprayed at the heads and the tails of the 
conveyor belt. The failure was the human element in the 
chain of events, as employees were lowered into the shaft 
after the system warnings were activated. Seven people 
have been suspended pending an investigation and 
disciplinary action will be taken where necessary.

Following the fire, various actions to enhance current fire 
prevention control and prevent similar occurrences were 
identified and a committee was established to implement 
the actions and monitor progress. The committee meets 
bi-weekly and progress on the actions are recorded and 
monitored in the CURA risk management system. Actions 
include the installation of fire retardant belts, which is being 
done on a replacement basis. During 2017, a formal 
warning system will be developed to warn employees to 
evacuate in the event of an emergency.

Operations resumed at 14 Shaft on 15 February, when 
crews re-entered the upper conventional section of the 
mine. Development activities in the upper sections 
recommenced in February, while the lower trackless and 
conventional mining sections remained closed and mining 
crews were redeployed to assist in the clean-up and 
rehabilitation operation. Extensive damage was caused to 
the conveyor, monorail, power and air reticulation systems. 
Underground fire rehabilitation work at 14 Shaft will be 
completed by March 2017. We will continue to share the 
lessons from this incident and implement appropriate 
actions across the Group as we strive for zero harm.

Fatal fire at Impala Rustenburg 14 Shaft

Our safety focus for 2017 and 
beyond
Our priority is to ensure improvements to 
the person and behavioural pillar of our 
safety strategy to create the right safety 
culture and achieve and maintain zero 
harm. We will drive the shift from the 
prevailing dependent culture towards an 
interdependent culture through effective 
safety leadership and engagement with 
employees. This includes a focus on 
visible felt leadership through Stop 
observations, safety leadership self-
assessments, leadership training that 
includes the Zero Incident Process (ZIP) 
principles, safety reward schemes based 
on leading indicators and systematically 
enforcing disciplinary action where safe 
production rules have been breached.

To promote a culture shift and mitigate 
safety risks in the workplace, the 
following key interventions are planned 
for 2017:
●● Conduct a further 360 degree safety 

survey of all E level managers and 
further ZIP safety leadership self-

assessments among D and E level 
leaders every six months

●● Enhance the Section 22/23 
withdrawals process with formalised 
and systematic recording and 
reporting

●● Include in all injury investigations an 
analysis to determine whether any 
human failure factors were 
unintentional or intentional; where 
applicable, enforce disciplinary action 
as required by the human failure guide

●● Continue to analyse data sets to 
identify employees at high risk of 
having a safety incident, monitor and 
seek to mitigate the level of risk

●● Enhance the knowledge and 
competence of our employees, 
including: providing special training for 
users of new equipment and 
communicating and providing training 
on a revised set of safe production 
rules

●● Entrench the critical safe behaviours 
that have been rolled out to the five 
critical occupations, through safety 

representative and supervisory 
monitoring interventions

●● Develop critical controls to prevent 
any of the following unwanted events: 
conveyor fires; major fall-of-ground 
collapses; a tailings dam run out; 
methane explosion; and rolling stock 
falling down a shaft

●● Continue to implement best practice 
technical initiatives and assess new 
technological advances to determine 
their appropriateness at our 
operations

●● Continue to pursue interactions with 
senior union leadership to gain 
commitment for safety initiatives

Our target is zero fatalities across all 
operations. Each operation is expected 
to achieve at least a 20% year-on-year 
improvement in their LTIFR performance 
in support of the MHSC safety 
milestones. We aim to certify all 
operations to the OHSAS 18001 
(ISO 45 001) standard by 2018.
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Effective management of occupational 
health risks, as well as promoting health 
and well-being in the workplace, 
protects our employees, enhances 
productivity and helps maintain our 
licence to operate. Investing in 
community healthcare around our 
operations provides a significant 
societal benefit and is important for 
achieving our longer-term business 
goals. Our community healthcare 
activities are noted on page 109.

Our strategic approach 
to employee health and 
well‑being
Our health strategy addresses both 
occupational and non-occupational 
health and is focused on preventing 
harm to our employees. It is structured 
around three main pillars: wellness, 
education and treatment.

The occupational health strategy ensures 
that all occupational health risks are 
identified, mitigation controls are in place 
and that any ill health is detected and 
treated early and efficiently. Any resulting 
disability is referred to independent third 
parties for assessment and possible 
compensation. Our strategy on 
non-occupational health focuses 

on ensuring that all employees have 
access to affordable healthcare so 
all health stressors can be identified, 
managed and treated. Implats has 
extended its shared responsibility to 
include the non-occupational health of 
dependants of employees. The delivery 
and funding arrangements depend on 
local facilities and conditions and differ 
between our operations in South Africa 
and Zimbabwe.

Our strategy guides our approach to 
achieving the occupational health 
milestones set for the South African 
mining industry. The milestones include 
targets for HIV, TB, silicosis and noise 
induced hearing loss (NIHL), which are 
deemed strategic risks for Implats.

Health and well-being

The occupational health strategy ensures that all occupational 
health risks are identified, mitigation controls are in place and that 
any ill health is detected and treated early and efficiently.

• Early detection of illness
• Annual medical screening
• Employee Assistance Programme
• HIV wellness programmes
• Financial support and counselling
• Nutritional supplement underground

•  Access to affordable 
healthcare

•  Clinics, hospitals and  
third-party service  
providers

•  ARV treatment  
programme

•  Alignment with 
Department  
of Health chronic illness 
treatment

•  Housekeeping
•  Zero harm incentives

•  Chronic illness education
•  HIV/Aids
•  Tuberculosis
• Smoking and alcohol
•  Noise-induced hearing loss

Wellness

EducationTreatment

Health strategy

Our strategic approach to health
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The Impala Medical Plan (IMP) is a 
longstanding registered medical scheme 
formed to provide private care to our 
South African employees and their 
dependants through Company-owned 
and operated facilities at Impala 
Rustenburg, Marula and Impala Springs. 
We also provide access to external 
medical schemes. Company funding of 
these is based on the cost of the IMP. 
We assist employees with receiving 
treatment through their medical aids and 
managing transfers between schemes.

The South African government’s 
commitment to developing National 
Health Insurance (NHI) has been 
considered in our non-occupational 
health strategy and we continue to 
support the NHI through partnerships, 
working closely with the Department of 
Health (DoH) directly and through the 
Bojanala Health Forum.

At our Zimbabwean operations, Mimosa 
institutes a national health and safety 
environmental campaign dubbed “Let’s 
go Zero”. The initiative aims at mobilising 
stakeholder support on the basis of 
shared national goals. Drawn from 
Mimosa’s existing company motto, “Zero 
harm is possible”, the private-public 
partnership campaign seeks to 
encourage better living by practicing 
good driving habits to achieve zero 
carnage on the roads, zero pollution and 
deforestation, zero new HIV infections 
and zero accidents at the workplace, on 
the roads and at home. To ensure the 
campaign is highly impactful, Mimosa 
works with sustainable development 
partners such as the National AIDS 
Council (NAC), Traffic Safety Council of 
Zimbabwe (TSCZ), the Environmental 
Management Agency of Zimbabwe 
(EMA), the Zimbabwe National Roads 
Association (ZINARA) and the Zimbabwe 
Republic Police (ZRP).

Zimplats employees have access to 
medical insurance, the delivery of which 
is outsourced to external service 
providers. Although there have been 
issues of funding shortfalls when 
accessing specialist services, general 

practitioners especially around the 
operations have been providing full 
services to members. The cost of any 
services provided within company 
managed facilities is recovered from 
the scheme.

Our 2016 health performance
The principal health risks facing our 
employees are pulmonary tuberculosis 
(TB) and the associated human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) co-
infection, both of which are of epidemic 
proportions in southern Africa. The major 
occupational health risk associated with 
our mining activities is noise-induced 
hearing loss (NIHL).

A review of health-related trends and our 
performance during 2016 is summarised 
below. A more detailed breakdown of 
our health performance at an operational 
level is provided in the table on 
page 121.

●● General health indicators: This 
year, 48 641 occupational medical 
screening examinations were 
conducted, of which 44 159 were 
periodic (as compared to 56 605 last 
year, of which 52 405 were periodic). 
No previously unknown occupational 
illnesses were detected. Analysis of 
various data has been conducted to 
determine the health of employees to 
better manage employee health, 
productivity and sick leave.

●● Chronic illness: We have been 
focusing on identifying and managing 
patients with chronic conditions and 
assessing whether they are still fit to 
perform their duties safely and 
productively. Over 30% of the South 
African employee base is receiving 
treatment for chronic medical 
conditions, the main conditions being 
hypertension, HIV/Aids and diabetes. 
Impala Rustenburg and Marula 
medical clinics use the Trimed 
information technology system to 
manage patient information. The 
system has been enhanced to focus 
on chronic disease management and 
facilitate the cross-referencing of 

clinical and occupational health 
information.

●● Medical incapacity: Across the 
Group, 377 employees were declared 
to be permanently or temporarily 
disabled due to HIV-related medical 
conditions (2015: 505). The main 
disability diagnosis remains HIV/Aids. 
The DMR published a guideline on the 
medical incapacitation process for the 
South African mining industry, which 
required a revision of Impala and 
Marula procedures. Following 
discussions with AMCU HSE 
structures, a revised code of practice 
has been submitted to the DMR. 
The main changes include the 
establishment of an incapacitation 
committee consisting of medical, 
human resource and employee 
representative disciplines.

●● Employee indebtedness: The high 
level of employee indebtedness is a 
growing concern, affecting employee 
well-being and raising stress-related 
health and safety risks. We implement 
various initiatives aimed at assisting 
employees with financial literacy, 
planning and mitigating indebtedness 
(reviewed on page 54).

●● Noise‑induced hearing loss 
(NIHL): We provide all employees 
exposed to noise with custom-made 
hearing-protection devices (HPD) and 
associated training. Ensuring 
adherence wearing the HPDs 
remains a challenge. We conduct 
annual audiometric screening 
examinations to detect deterioration 
of hearing before permanent NIHL 
develops. Employees with a hearing 
loss shift of between 2.5% and 4.9% 
undergo counselling. Cases of 
hearing loss shift of between 5% and 
9.9% are investigated and patients 
counselled and monitored. In 2016 
there were 2 035 such cases, 
compared to 1 988 in 2015. This year, 
120 cases (employees and 
contractors) of NIHL shift of more 
than 10% were diagnosed and 
submitted for assessment of disability 
and compensation; compensation 
was provided in 59 cases (2015: 
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49 submissions and 36 cases 
compensated). The industry health 
milestones require a revised formula 
for calculating NIHL and that no 
person develops a hearing loss of 
greater than 10% using this formula. 
The rebasing of performance data 
using the new formula is under way 
in the South African operations. 
Good progress has been made in 
investigating and improving the sound 
suppression of all equipment that 
exceeds the industry milestone target 
of a sound pressure level of 107dB 
and in providing noise clippers to all 
employees at risk.

●● Pulmonary tuberculosis (TB): TB is 
being driven by the HIV epidemic in 
southern Africa. Over 60% of our TB 
patients are HIV-positive and the two 
infections are considered and 
managed together. Most of our TB 
and HIV/Aids performance indicators 
continue to show a steady 
improvement. During the year, 
171 new cases of pulmonary TB were 
detected (2015: 304). Our incidence 
of 447 per 100 000 employees is well 
below the South African average of 
840 per 100 000. Multiple drug-
resistant TB continues to be a 
concern; we have eight new cases 
diagnosed, with six on treatment, all 
at Impala Rustenburg, down from 
16 in 2015. All cases of pulmonary 
TB are submitted to the Department 
of Health’s Medical Bureau of 
Occupational Diseases (MBOD). 
At Impala Rustenburg, where the 
majority of cases are diagnosed, all 
cases are submitted to the MBOD via 
the Rand Mutual Assurance Company 
for independent third-party evaluation. 
This improves the reporting and 
compensation process for 
employees. An analysis of unpaid 
claims at the Compensation 
Commissioner for Occupational 
Diseases (CCOD) is being undertaken 
across the industry. Impala Medical 
Services has been informed by the 
CCOD of the unpaid claims of former 
employees and is resubmitting the 
information and banking details for 
payment.

●● HIV/Aids: Our HIV/Aids policy, 
which covers activities across all 
our operations, ensures patient 
confidentiality, non-discrimination 
and highlights our commitment to 
ARV-treatment programmes. All 
employees and contractors are 
counselled and offered HIV testing at 
annual medical examinations. Our HIV 
prevalence rate is estimated at 23% 
based on available data for Impala 
Rustenburg, level with last year. 
During the year, we undertook 
10 867 voluntary counselling and 
testing (VCT) interventions of 
employees and contractors (2015: 
11 875). A total of 6 891 employees 
participated in Company-funded and 
managed HIV-wellness programmes 
(2015: 6 140). At year end, Group-
wide there were 4 843 patients 
(2015: 4 429) on ART treatment 
of which 87% (4 234) were at 
Impala Rustenburg. The number of 
employees receiving ART through 
external medical aids or government 
health facilities is not known and so 
these figures may be underestimated. 
Fitness monitoring of patients on ART 
is ongoing and the adherence rate 
was 94.5% this year. Patients on 
external medical aids can only be 
monitored through the Occupational 
Health Centre (OHC). Controls have 
been put in place to conduct OHC 
testing to determine these patients’ 
fitness. Regrettably, 57 employees 
passed away due to HIV-related 
illnesses during the year (compared 
with 73 in 2015), while 377 patients 
applied for permanent medical 
incapacity as a result of HIV-related 
disorders and left the Group.

●● Pneumoconiosis: The risk of 
contracting silicosis at our operations 
is extremely low due to the very low 
levels of alpha quartz in the rock 
mined. Measured dust concentrations 
are well below 50% of the 
occupational exposure limit (OEL) and 
meet the industry milestone level of 
1.5 mg/m3 set for 2024. Real time 
dust monitors have been installed at 
high-risk locations underground to 
detect potential excessive dust 

volumes and this will assist in 
selecting appropriate engineering 
controls where necessary. The 
average dust concentration trends 
recorded remain below 10% of the 
OEL. This year, 11 employees and 
four contractors were diagnosed with 
silicosis; all of these cases have 
proven historical gold mine exposure. 
All cases have been submitted for 
assessment and compensation to the 
Department of Health’s Medical 
Bureau of Occupational Diseases. 
All new employees are screened for 
pneumoconiosis at a pre-employment 
examination. Pre-employment 
individuals who have x-ray changes 
suggestive of silicosis are classified 
as unfit and referred back to their 
previous employer for assessment 
and submission to the Bureau of 
Occupational Diseases.

●● Diesel particulate matter (DPM): 
We continue to monitor exposure to 
DPM. The risk of exposure to DPM is 
mitigated by adequate ventilation, low 
sulphur diesel replacement and DPM 
exhaust filters in underground diesel 
combustion engines. We are 
developing a prototype fuel cell-
powered load haul dumper which will 
eliminate DPM underground. All 
underground locomotives are electric 
and therefore do not emit DPM.

●● Malaria: This year, 17 cases of 
malaria were diagnosed at Impala 
Rustenburg and five at Zimplats. All of 
these patients had recently travelled 
to malaria areas and were 
successfully treated.

●● Medical aid and non‑occupational 
medical care: During 2016 the 
Impala Medical Plan (IMP) received 
1 459 new applications (2015: 3 023) 
and membership of medical aids 
increased by more than our targeted 
5% annual increase. At year end, the 
IMP had 23 227 members (2015: 
22 231), of whom 12 014 
are dependants (spouses, children 
and pensioners). The cost of 
external medical schemes is 
becoming prohibitive for many 
employees and we strive to ensure 
that the IMP maintains affordable 
contribution levels.

Health and well-being
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Medical aid membership

Medical 
scheme

2016
Principal 

members

2015
Principal 

members

Impala 
Medical Plan 8 997 8 568
Commed 1 729 1 700
Umvuzo 802 805
Discovery 
Health 605 639
Fedsure 215 254

Our health focus for 2017 and 
beyond
In striving to deliver on our strategic 
priorities, we will focus on the following 
health-related areas in the year ahead:

Striving for zero harm
●● Every employee to be screened 

annually and any occupational ill 
health detected will be treated and 
reported early. We will be further 
integrating occupational and clinical 
care information as well as sick leave 

records. This will assist with our 
management of patients on chronic 
medication programmes and the 
identification of high health risk 
employees.

●● Ensuring further mitigation of risks 
relating to specific occupational 
chronic illnesses, TB and HIV/Aids, 
as well as NIHL

TB and HIV/Aids
●● Provide six-monthly screening of all 

HIV-positive employees, annual 
screening of all other employees, 
improve our assessment of TB risks in 
contractors, provide contact tracing in 
communities and Isoniazid preventive 
therapy. We aim to increase ART 
uptake by HIV-positive employees by 
5% and maintain a 95% compliance 
rate. Ongoing monitoring of ART 
compliance is vital as there is a 
growing risk of rapid viral resistance 
as a consequence of non-compliance 
or interruption of therapy.

Noise‑induced hearing loss
●● The rebaselining of employee cases 

using the industry’s revised formula 
for calculating NIHL will assist us in 
achieving the new noise milestones. 
We will roll out noise clippers to all 
underground and employees at risk 
who will receive custom made and 
fitted HPDs and we are on track to 
ensure that no equipment exceeds 
107dB, in 2017.

Silicosis will continue to receive political 
and media attention due to the class 
action being taken by ex-gold mining 
employees against their former 
employers. Implats’ direct liability in this 
regard is limited. However, there is a risk 
of indirect effects and increased indirect 
costs due to cross subsidisation through 
an industry fund, which we will focus on 
limiting.

We aim to increase private membership 
of medical aid schemes by a further 5% 
during the year.
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Attracting and retaining talent and 
enhancing the productivity of our 
workforce remains a significant challenge 
for the mining industry as a whole. 
Factors contributing to the challenge of 
securing talent in our operations include 
the growing competition for skilled 
resources, the reduced supply of skilled 
and semi-skilled mining talent, generally 
low education levels in our semi-skilled 
talent pool and the traditionally poor 
image of the mining industry as a 
potential employer.

Our strategic approach 
to people
Our approach to securing talent focuses 
on ensuring our employees are 
motivated, have the ability and requisite 
skills to carry out their duties and 
operate in a safe, fair and ethical work 
environment.

Our people strategy aims to support the 
overall corporate strategy by ensuring 
that we have the right people, at the 
right place doing the right things. We 

have an innovative and tailor-made 
people strategy that positively impacts 
employee morale and through talent and 
skills development initiatives aimed at 
developing individuals and teams 
informed by our shared values founded 
on respect and care.

Our longer-term vision is to progressively 
mechanise our mining processes, while 
continuing to improve levels of workforce 
proficiency, satisfaction and diversity.

Attracting, retaining and developing talent

Our strategic approach to people

•  A learning model
• Talent management
• Team mobilisation

•  Remuneration
• Recognition
• Reward

• Value of respect and care
• Diversity and transformation
• Sound corporate governance
• Collaborative relationships with unions
• Effective engagement with employees
• Restructuring of ER function

Fair, ethical
and sustainable

organisation

People
who are

motivated

Effective
people

People
with

potential
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Motivating our people
In return for the skills, capabilities and 
experience our employees bring to our 
business, we aim to offer a unique 
employee value proposition (EVP) and a 
great place to work. Our EVP outlines 
the benefits and opportunities of working 
at Implats, encompassing our 
programmes and initiatives relating to 
employee housing, skills development, 
health and financial reward. We 
communicate it widely through posters, 
graphics displayed in the workplace and 
in shopping malls. The underlying 
message is: if you work for us, this is 
what you will enjoy.

A strategic focus area is recognising and 
rewarding performance with appropriate 
remuneration. Through our performance 
management programme we have 
committed to offering attractive 
remuneration and employment benefits, 
together with effective incentives linked 
to our safety and production efficiencies. 
We undertake regular benchmarks of 
pay and conditions to ensure we remain 
competitive. As with the other 
companies in the sector, the last two 
years have put pressure on our fixed-pay 
elements and employees’ disposable 
income, further highlighting the need for 

us to find opportunities to increase 
productivity levels, while seeking to 
further enhance efficiencies.

Another strategic focus is to provide 
career advancement opportunities. 
We conduct career paths for all 
disciplines. Succession planning is 
undertaken at semi-skilled and 
supervisory level positions as well as at 
professional qualified (D level) and senior 
management (E level). Discipline-specific 
talent management forums and area-
specific talent identification forums 
identify, develop and assess talent as 
a line management function with the 
support of the talent department. 
We review and assess our talent pools 
quarterly to ensure that identified talent 
is considered for promotional and 
developmental opportunities and share 
the outcomes with management and 
unions at our transformation committees.

Developing people with ability
Our training and skills development 
activities go beyond compliance to 
promote a people-focused culture, with 
programmes aligned to Implats’ strategic 
imperatives and values aimed at instilling 
excellence in efficiency, productivity 
and safety.

Our skills development, talent 
management and team mobilisation 
activities focus on three main areas: 
●● optimising team output and 

productivity; 
●● developing our talent pipelines; and 
●● maintaining an inflow of requisite skills 

(see table below). 

These are all critical enablers to increase 
intellectual capacity within the Group and 
facilitate succession planning and 
advancement activities, thus reducing 
our reliance on the external market for 
these skills. We emphasise developing 
strong safety-conscious supervisory 
leadership, which is essential to 
individual and team performance. Our 
targeted leadership interventions focus 
on developing the technical ability of 
managers and to ensure they have 
people leadership skills.

Talent development also supports the 
attainment of our employment equity 
targets in our South African operations. 
We aim to more effectively evaluate 
the return on investment on training 
initiatives, for example increased 
productivity as a result of our team 
mobilisation initiative, an improved 
safety culture reflected in our lost-time 
frequency rates and employee 
satisfaction as reflected in turnover rates.
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Our skills development, talent management and team mobilisation activities

Optimising team output  
and productivity

Developing our  
talent pipeline

Maintaining an inflow  
of future requisite skills

Objective
To ensure the development and retention 
of talent with the requisite skills, 
knowledge and experience, in an 
environment conducive to maintaining 
continuity and improving safety and 
productivity. 

Objective
To minimise avoidable turnover, secure 
the best available talent in the market, 
and recognise, develop and reward talent 
within the organisation.

Objective
To improve education within our 
neighbouring communities, identifying 
and developing skills in local schools, as 
part of efforts to recruit from our local 
communities.

Key initiatives
●● Team mobilisation: developing 

teamwork, mining cycle management 
and respect among team members, 
and ensuring that mine overseers and 
supervisors are equipped to 
effectively lead and mobilise their 
teams

●● New technology training: mitigating 
the human element risk from our 
activities and promote a safety culture

●● Technical mining training: ensuring 
that line managers and supervisors 
are kept informed about evolving 
standards and regulations, and new 
technologies

Key initiatives
●● Supervisory leadership: developing 

capacity to effectively lead and 
mobilise their teams. The programme 
for mine overseers and shift 
supervisors has been expanded to 
include engineers, foremen and 
artisans

●● Mining training: training centres 
at Impala Rustenburg to develop 
mining skills

●● Engineering training: training 
centre to develop artisan and 
engineering skills

●● Graduate development training: 
awarding mine manager and mine 
overseer certificates, in support 
of joining the Implats graduate 
training programme

●● ABET: offers full and part-time classes 
to ensure career progression and 
functional literacy and numeracy

Key initiatives
●● Novice mining training: training 

young people (with Grade 12 
qualification) from the local 
community in mining skills

●● School adoption programme: 
developing management and 
infrastructure at targeted schools

●● School support programme: 
mentoring educators, developing 
school sporting facilities, offering 
Impala bursaries to top achievers

●● Bursary programme: offering fully 
paid high-school scholarships, and 
offering university bursaries to learners 
in mining, chemical, electrical or 
mechanical engineering

●● Career exhibitions: sharing 
information at local schools on mining 
careers and our bursary programmes

Developing a fair, ethical and 
sustainable organisation
We are committed to providing a work 
environment informed by mutual trust, 
respect and care. We do so through our 
Respect, Care and Deliver programme 
(see page 57), by maintaining high 
standards of corporate governance and 
ethical behaviour throughout our 
activities (page 35), and by driving 
diversity and transformation in our South 
African operations (page 58).

Our 2016 performance on 
people management
A summary of our performance on key 
human resource issues for the 2016 
financial year is presented below. 
Additional detail at an operational level 
over the past four years is presented in 
the performance tables on page 122.

●● Skills turnover: Total employee 
turnover increased to 8.2% in 2016 
(2015: 5.1%); of this, 1.7% is due to 
headcount reduction initiatives in 
certain categories. Adjusting for the 
rationalisation, Implats’ turnover rate 
has remained low. Turnover of miners 
at our South African operations was 
10.2% for the year, compared with 
10.7% last year. Turnover of rock drill 
operators was 7.8%, compared with 
5.1% last year. Turnover at our 
Zimplats operations was 6.3% 
(2015: 4.3%).

●● Absenteeism: Improving productivity 
is a critical focus and important in 
view of the reduced headcount. 

●● Skills development at our South 
African operations: Our skills 
development activities focus on three 
main areas: technical skills, general 
education and people management 
skills. During the year, we continued 
to implement the following targeted 
initiatives:
 – Team mobilisation: Over the past 
three years we have been rolling 
out this in-house people leadership 
training initiative to all our 
production teams. The five-day 
onsite course aims to promote a 
shift in attitude and behaviour to 
improve safety and production 
performance while enhancing 
teamwork and relationships. 

Attracting, retaining and developing talent
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The programme is revisited as 
operational requirements change. 
To date we have trained 316 teams 
and a further 245 active teams are 
still to be trained. We aim to train 
five teams per week.

 – Supervisory leadership: Aimed at 
enhancing the capacity of mine 
overseers and shift supervisors to 
lead and mobilise their teams 
effectively, the programme has 
been expanded to include 
engineers, foremen and artisans. 
This year, 25 employees 
participated in the four-day 
programme, which includes one 
day of ZIP training. Miner, shift 
supervisors and mine overseer 
forums have been established at all 
the shafts to engage and deal with 
line supervision issues.

 – Technical mining training: This 
five-day training programme for 
supervisors, including mine 
managers, mine overseers, shift 
supervisors and miners, covers 
aspects of managing a half-level 
production section safely and 
effectively, with emphasis on 
planning with the participation of 
the multi-disciplined technical 
teams. This year, 1 609 supervisors 
were trained.

 – Zero Incident Process for 
Leaders (ZIP): The best-practice 
ZIP initiative is designed to 
empower people to take control of 
their personal safety by becoming 
more effective within the systems 
they work in. Last year all D and 
E level management attended the 

three-day ZIP training. To further 
embed the ZIP concepts 
throughout the Group, this year 
ZIP training was provided to 
25 supervisors as part of the 
supervisory leadership course.

 – Occupational health and safety 
skills training for safety 
representatives: All health and 
safety representatives at our South 
African operations undertake 
the 10-day accredited MQA 
skills programme. This year, 
437 representatives were trained.

 – School adoption programme: 
Implats works closely with the 
South African Department of 
Education to adopt a selection of 
community schools that we have 
built or that are in our mining lease 
area but that do not benefit from 
existing support programmes. In 
2016 we adopted three schools 
and now have 10 schools in the 
scheme, which we aim to develop 
into schools of excellence though 
academic and sport initiatives.

●● Skills development expenditure: 
The current focus on cost 
containment and cash preservation 
resulted in reduced spending on 
developmental training this year. Our 
South African operations invested 
R512 million, compared with 
R523 million in 2015. Expenditure 
was 5.2% of payroll for Impala and 
7.1% of payroll for Marula, against our 
targeted level of 5%. At our 
Zimbabwean operations, we spent 
US$4.9 million on skills development, 
compared to US$5.3 in 2015. 

●● Bursaries and learnership 
programmes: Over the course of 
2016, our South African operations 
had 33 full-time bursary holders (of 
which 82% are HDSA) at university, 
studying primarily in the engineering 
and mining-related disciplines. In 
addition, 175 engineering and 
98 mining learners from Impala 
Rustenburg benefited from our artisan 
and non-artisan learnership 
programmes (96% HDSA). 

●● Adult basic education and training 
(ABET) and Foundational Learning 
Competence (FLC): The average 
level of basic literacy across the 
Group’s workforce is 94%. At Impala 
Rustenburg the level is the lowest at 
82%. The total enrolment for ABET 
across South African operations was 
494 people (2015: 421). However, 
due to drop outs, unsuccessful 
completions and exam completions, 
the net total enrolment at year end 
was 173 (2015: 292).

●● Promoting local employment: 
Open days are held at various 
shopping malls in neighbouring 
communities to present the 
opportunities available at Implats. 
Despite efforts to hire more local 
people, migrant workers continue to 
play an important role in the industry, 
particularly for rock drill operators and 
winch operators, who come 
principally from the Eastern Cape, 
North West, Northern Cape and 
Lesotho. We continue to invest in 
various skills development initiatives in 
our local communities and seek to 
promote local employment through 
our local procurement practices (see 
page 74).
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Total HRD expenditure at our South African operations
(excluding mandatory skills development levy) in FY2016

Training area
Rustenburg

R million
Marula

R million
Springs

R million
Total

R million

Non-artisan learnerships L2&3 rockbreaker 12.6 3.2 0 15.8
Artisan learnerships 30.9 5.6 4.7 41.2
ABET training 10.7 1.9 0 12.6
Other training initiatives 363.8 55.2 13.4 432.4
Bursaries and scholarships 2.5 0.7 0.3 3.5
Transfer of skills and capacity building of mine communities 3.6 1.7 0 5.3
Other school support and post-matric programmes 0 0 0.9 0.9

Total 424.1 68.3 19.3 511.7

Our focus on people 
management for 2017 and 
beyond
To implement an effective people 
strategy that promotes a people-
focused, safety conscious culture and 
meets our business requirements, our 
key objectives are to:
●● Retain key talent (mine overseers, 

shift supervisors, miners, engineers, 
foremen and artisans); this is vital to 

maintain continuity and improve 
safety and productivity

●● Increase supervision and leadership 
skills and introduce best practice 
technical initiatives

●● Continually evaluate the current miner 
training system and improve on it

●● Redeploying employees at Impala 
Rustenburg as we restructure the 
operations and seek to resource them 
for optimal delivery. We intend to 
increase the proportion of production 

employees from the current 74% to 
81% by 2021

●● Address potential skills shortages 
through in-house technical trainee 
programmes, capacity-building at 
supervisory and managerial level, and 
enhanced people-leadership initiatives

●● Promote our employee value 
proposition and develop a pipeline of 
talent in schools, to support our 
efforts to recruit from communities 
around our operations

Attracting, retaining and developing talent

At our South African operations, we focus on providing 
opportunities to assist employees with financial literacy, 
planning and assistance. Many of our employees are 
struggling with a level of personal debt that is difficult to 
manage and this is a major concern. Following are key 
interventions:
●● Financial literacy: Financial literacy training is part of 

our team mobilisation process and ex-leave training. We 
offer a one-day financial life skills course to explain 
employee payslips, focusing on providing employees 
with an understanding of the pay structure, benefits and 
deductions, overall impact on net pay and managing 
their budget and debt.

●● Debt monitoring and consolidation: Payroll officials 
record and monitor the indebtedness status of 
employees and monitor trends for discussion and 
corrective interventions. Employees with excessive debt 

are referred to financial advisers (Careways), who provide 
debt counselling and debt consolidation services. 
Management and union leadership are working closely to 
appoint a second service provider before end 2017.

●● Debt auditing: Implats employs an experienced former 
sheriff of the court to identify and curb fraudulent 
garnishee orders. All court orders served on employees 
at our Impala Rustenburg operations are audited. Where 
breaches of the rules relating to judgments and 
emolument attachments are identified, court proceedings 
are instituted. Employees with excessive debt and/or 
with an emolument attachment are identified and offered 
assistance as soon as possible.

●● Unscrupulous lenders: Implats participates in efforts to 
tackle unscrupulous lenders, all of whom are removed 
from hostels and mine property. Legal action is taken 
where necessary.

Promoting financial well‑being
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Maintaining stable and constructive 
labour relations is critical to enable our 
people to consistently deliver on 
business plan targets. The incidents 
before, during and after the five-month 
strike across the Rustenburg platinum 
belt in 2014 brought to the fore the need 
to rebuild trust between business, labour 
and government. Over the last two 
years, collaborative efforts have 
stabilised the industrial relations climate 
and union dynamics have improved. The 
potential for volatility remains and is 
heightened by the difficult market 
conditions increasing labour tension. We 
remain mindful of the lessons learnt from 
the strike and are encouraged by many 
positive developments in our relations 
with employees and unions.

Our approach to employee 
relations
Our employee relations (ER) vision is to 
foster a dynamic and sustainable 
partnership with our employees and their 
representative bodies, with the aim of 
becoming the best employer in the 
platinum industry. Our ER mission is to 
ensure our people are treated with 
respect and care, fairly rewarded for their 
contribution, empowered to raise their 
concerns, safely engaged in their daily 
duties and able to deliver on their 
organisational goals.

To achieve this we have maintained a 
focus on the following strategic goals:
●● Ensuring high levels of employee 

engagement, based on the shared 
values of respect and care

●● Establishing collaborative relationships 
with all unions in a multi-union 
environment

●● Empowering frontline management to 
engage effectively with employees

Our labour relations policy deals with 
freedom of association, recognition of 
trade unions, discrimination and the 
rights of employees and contractors. We 
constantly monitor the state of labour 
relations in our operations, with reports 

regularly submitted from the operations 
to Exco. An independent third party 
conducts biannual surveys on the 
effectiveness of our labour relations. We 
respect the independent status of unions 
and the right of our employees to 
associate and we strive to ensure full 
compliance with local labour legislation, 
which is in alignment with the provisions 
of the International Labour Organisation 
(ILO). We work closely with unions to 
resolve all internal disputes through 
dispute resolution mechanisms and (in 
South Africa) within the auspices of the 
Commission for Conciliation Mediation 
and Arbitration (CCMA). We prohibit any 
attempt to differentiate between people 
on the basis of colour, religion, gender or 
creed, other than as part of conscious 
efforts to promote diversity and 
transformation.

Currently 84% of permanent employees 
in South Africa, and 92% of employees 
in Zimbabwe are covered by collective 
bargaining agreements. These 
agreements address salary and benefit 
reviews, the participation of unions in 
decision-making at different forums and 
consultation and notice periods 
regarding any significant organisational 
changes. The minimum notice period for 
any organisational change at Implats 
is 30 days.

In South Africa, of the unionised 
workforce, the Association of 
Mineworkers and Construction Union 
(AMCU) has the following representation: 
Impala Rustenburg 75.17%, Impala 
Springs 0%, Marula 81.57%. The 
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) 
has the following representation: Impala 
Rustenburg 3.31%, Impala Springs 
51.13%, Marula 6.38%, and United 
Association of South Africa (UASA) as 
representivity at Rustenburg and Marula 
at 5.73% and 1.57% respectively. In 
Zimbabwe, the Associated Mine Workers 
Union of Zimbabwe (AMWUZ) comprises 
76% of the unionised workforce, with the 
remaining 24% being members of the 

National Mine Workers Union of 
Zimbabwe (NMWUZ).

We carefully monitor the mining sector-
wide state of industrial relations and the 
wage negotiations environment. Our 
monitoring activities include holding 
round table discussions with labour 
analysts, tracking developments on 
social media, participating in the forums 
hosted by the Chamber of Mines, and 
through our Impala future forum, a body 
that includes representatives from the 
Rustenburg local municipality (RLM), the 
Royal Bafokeng Nation/Administration 
(RBN/A) and representatives from unions 
and Impala management.

Prior to wage negotiations we hold 
business planning meetings with union 
representatives. We provide externally-
run negotiation training and bargaining 
courses for shop stewards. This year 
saw the opening of a new wage 
negotiation period and our preparations 
for this are discussed below.

Our 2016 performance on 
employee relations
Following is a review of our progress in 
striving to deliver on our strategic goals 
for employee relations and our approach 
to mitigating key risks in the year ahead:

Strengthening relations with trade 
unions
We have continued to strengthen our 
relationships with the AMCU national 
leadership and its elected 
representatives at Impala Rustenburg 
and have good relations with its 
representatives at Marula and at Impala 
Springs, as well as with the NUM 
representatives at these operations. 
Throughout the Impala Rustenburg 
operations, we have undertaken 
relationship-building sessions, working 
within the structures outlined in the 
recognition agreement. We follow a 
structured approach, conducting regular 
dialogue with employees and union 
officials regarding workplace issues. 

Investing in employee relations
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We have continued to implement a 
capacity-building training process for 
shop stewards, undertaken by an 
external service provider.

As part of the agreement that ended the 
strike in 2014, we committed, with all 
other parties, to continue talks on 
various outstanding labour challenges. 
The relevant task teams have worked 
throughout the year and gained traction 
in addressing the following key issues: 
indebtedness; retrenchment and 
severance; retirement benefits and 
funeral cover; medical separation and 
incapacitation; and housing and living 
conditions. Changes to the employee 
share ownership scheme (discussed 
below) and a new agreement for the 
severance package of two weeks for 
each year (double basic conditions), 
have been well received. Other 
challenges remain and will continue to 
be addressed.

This year, the strong collaboration with 
AMCU underpinned our ability to reach 
agreement on rationalising the workforce 
at Impala Rustenburg and negotiating a 
positive outcome with no industrial 
action taken. The relationship was also 
crucial in the search and rescue 
operation and redeployment of half of 
the workforce following the fatal fire at 
Rustenburg 14 Shaft.

Engaging directly with employees
We have seen encouraging results from 
measures introduced last year to ensure 
effective communication directly 
between management representatives 
and employees at all levels. This includes 
a structured two-way communication 
model that cascades information and 
feedback from weekly executive 
management meetings all the way to 
half-level meetings. We complement this 
with periodic surveys of employee 
opinions, as well as engagements 
through briefings, CEO addresses and 
general manager feedback from daily, 
weekly and monthly meetings at shaft 
level. The increasing use of technologies, 

including social media and sms, is very 
effective in bridging physical constraints 
to up and downward communications. 
These interventions are progressing well. 
We also have interventions aimed at 
empowering supervisors and managers 
to effectively engage their workers on 
important issues and build trust.

Labour reduction at Impala 
Rustenburg
Due to the challenging market and to 
support competitiveness and 
sustainability, we have had to close 
shafts and reduce headcount at our 
Impala Rustenburg operations. At the 
end of last year we issued Section 
189 notices in terms of the Labour 
Relations Act to retrench workers and 
held negotiations with AMCU on the 
processes. This included agreeing to 
reduce the number of proposed 
retrenchments and providing retrenched 
employees with the opportunity to 
acquire a portable skill. Following 
conclusion of the Section 189 process, 
of the 1 609 employees affected at the 
operations, 1 048 employees (65.2%) 
were redeployed, or were retrained and 
reclassed to unaffected occupations. 
Voluntary severance packages were 
granted to 349 employees (21.6%), and 
208 (12.9%) were retrenched. A total of 
258 completed portable skills training 
and this training opportunity is ongoing 
for those who left the Company. Overall, 
1 700 permanent employees left Impala 
Rustenburg operations since July 2015 
due to a combination of natural attrition 
and the Section 189 process. In 
addition, 3 319 contractors have also 
left Impala.

Wage negotiations
Implats has developed a wage 
negotiation strategy and implementation 
plan aimed at mitigating the risks 
associated with this process. 
Preparations for wage negotiations have 
been ongoing throughout the year. Items 
outstanding from the 2014 settlement 
have been given attention by an 
AMCU-management plenary. 

Preparations have included education 
programmes for the union officials and 
information sharing with all employees. 
The union and employees are kept 
informed about the Company’s 
performance and operating context and 
of the implications for meeting union 
demands and employee expectations for 
a wage settlement. This year our shop 
stewards received training in terms of 
disciplinary cases and wage 
negotiations.

Elections and appointment of new 
shop stewards
The current AMCU part-time and 
full-time shop stewards were elected 
during July 2013 for a period of three 
years. The election and appointment of 
new shop stewards will be in terms 
of the union constitution and the 
recognition and procedural agreement 
entered into between the Company and 
AMCU. Implats will seek to manage the 
challenges that often arise prior to and 
after the election of new leadership. We 
will be implementing capacity-building 
initiatives aimed at empowering the 
newly elected shop stewards with the 
skills and knowledge required to fulfil 
their roles and responsibilities as 
union leadership.

New employee share ownership 
schemes
The Group launched a new employee 
share ownership plan (ESOP) which now 
holds 4% of the issued shares in Impala 
Rustenburg. This was by establishing a 
trust to hold the shares on behalf of the 
employees. The trust is consolidated and 
any future dividend from Impala 
Rustenburg paid to the trust will be 
expensed as a salary cost on the Group. 
The pre-existing ESOP, which is 
managed through the Morokotso Trust, 
will terminate in July 2016. In November 
2015, the NUM signed an agreement 
with our JV, Two Rivers Mine, to 
introduce a short-term employee 
empowerment scheme in the form of a 
cash benefit. The scheme will benefit 
employees permanently employed in 
grades A to C.

Investing in employee relations
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Promoting our respect and care 
initiative
To embed our values into our key 
activities we are advancing our cultural 
change management programme 
premised on Respect and Care 
principles, which focus on respecting 
one another and caring for the Company, 
its people and the environment. The 
intervention was informed by the 
outcome of targeted engagements 
with our employees in 2013 and 2014, 
which highlighted the need for a culture 
change in the organisation through 
greater transformation and leadership 
development.

Each operation is implementing a plan 
to drive the Respect, Care and Deliver 
programme. These include holding 
employee wellness and social events, 
engaging on specific work issues and 
hosting activities to encourage 
responsible living. This is supported by 
our team mobilisation initiative, which 
aims to inculcate respect among team 
members and a duty of care to rebuild 
relationships and ultimately deliver safe 

production. This year we completed a 
diversity survey at our operations to 
understand perceptions on issues 
relating to the implementation of our 
values, our approach to managing 
diversity and women in mining, and 
our human resource processes, 
among others.

Maintaining sound labour relations 
at Zimplats
We have continued to maintain 
constructive relationships at our 
Zimbabwe operations, with no labour 
action experienced throughout the year. 
The workforce at Zimplats has 
responded well to Company initiatives, 
including the home ownership scheme.

Our focus on employee 
relations for 2017 and beyond
To maintain a stable employee relations 
environment our priorities are to:
●● Continue to focus on securing 

effective and positive relations with 
employees and unions, to mitigate the 
risk of industrial action

●● Develop effective relations with 
communities to manage risks 
associated with local municipal 
elections

●● Ensure constructive wage 
negotiations and subsequent 
implementation of the wage 
agreement

●● Carefully manage the election of new 
shop stewards in 2017

●● Work actively with our industry 
partners, government, union leaders 
and other stakeholders to address the 
challenges raised by employees 
during the strike in 2014

We continue to participate in relevant 
forums at the Chamber of Mines, 
including those relating to: the migratory 
labour system; the nature of the 
majoritarian system; labour hire and 
employment agencies; the secondment 
of shop stewards to the regional and 
national institutions of the union; the 
establishment of life skills centres; and 
mining housing initiatives.
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Our commitment to employee diversity is 
driven by the belief that a more diverse 
organisation is ultimately more 
competitive. Encouraging diversity is an 
important part of our efforts at promoting 
broader socio-economic transformation 
in the communities in which we operate.

Our approach to diversity
Implats is committed to continuous 
transformation on employment equity. 
Our diversity and employment 
equity strategy at our South African 
operations focuses on addressing 
the following issues:
●● Meeting and exceeding the legislated 

employment equity targets within the 
Mining Charter and Employment 
Equity Act, with a focus on 
management and Exco positions

●● Integrating transformation and 
employment equity considerations 
within our talent-management 
activities and retaining key talent, 
aiming for turnover of less than 
7.5% per annum

●● Accelerating the recruitment, 
development and promotion of 
designated groups into occupational 
levels that are underrepresented

●● Advancing the representation of 
women in mining, supervisory and 
management positions

●● Inculcating a corporate culture and 
value system to advance 
transformation, supporting the cultural 
transformation strategy for the South 
African mining industry

The Group transformation committee 
and Implats’ operational employment 
equity (EE) structures follow a common 
framework aimed at driving the strategy 
throughout the Group. All our operations 
have appointed EE managers and 
functional representative transformation 
committees. We are into the second year 
of our five-year employment equity plan 
(2015 to 2019).

Implats came second out of 
131 companies in the Department 
of Labour’s inaugural EE Awards 
launched by the Commission for 
Employment Equity (CEE). Awarded in 
October 2015, the judging process 
included site visits from the department. 
The award was for “excellence in 
recognising overall achievement in 
implementing employment equity” and 
considered our performance in the 
following areas:
●● Sustainability: The representative 

transformation forums and assigned 
EE managers have assisted in 
achieving significant progress at the 
skilled level, ensuring a healthy talent 
pool and providing opportunities for 
upward mobility and career 
advancement.

●● Diversity: Diversity management is 
embedded in and aligned with the 
business strategy, succession 
planning, and talent management and 
employee engagement.

●● Integrity: EE forms part of our senior 
management balance scorecard and 
performance management system 
and is coupled with an effective 
tracking and measurement process 
integral to the business strategy. We 
view EE as a business imperative, 
rather than a compliance issue.

●● Innovation: We promote the 
integration of transformation and 
EE considerations within our talent-
management activities, by 
accelerating the recruitment, 
development and promotion of 
designated groups into occupational 
levels that are underrepresented.

●● Consistency: Regular transformation 
meetings take place and reporting 
formats are aligned for all operating 
units. All committee members have 
been trained on EE requirements to 
empower them with a better 
understanding of the legislative 
requirements. All annual reports have 
been submitted to the Department of 
Labour timeously.

The Department of Mineral Resources 
released the reviewed Broad-Based 
Black Economic Empowerment 
(B-BBEE) Charter for the South African 
mining and minerals industry on 16 April 
2016 for public comment. The targets 
for the EE element have been amended 
to reflect the B-BBEE EE targets. The 
Chamber of Mines and Implats drafted 
position papers on the draft Mining 
Charter and proposed an amended 
scorecard and EE targets.

Driving the advancement of women
We strive to empower women working 
in the mining industry and ensure that 
mining becomes a profession that is 
attractive to women. Our transformation 
committees and talent management 
forums have placed increased emphasis 
on identifying high-potential female 
candidates for placement and promotion 
opportunities.

There has been good participation 
this year within our mining training 
programmes. Women represented 
33% of mining graduates for the 2016 
financial year, including 67% of mining 
diplomas.

The women in mining safety forum at 
our Impala Rustenburg operations 
convenes monthly and is functioning 
well, with a focus on improving working 
conditions for women. The forum 
comprises management, safety 
department representatives and women 
representatives from each shaft, with 
the agreement of the three HSE branch 
committees.

This year, the Impala Rustenburg 
transformation steering committee 
established a women in mining task 
team that focuses on analysing women 
representation and movement per 
department and level. The team’s 
objective is to implement and monitor 
strategies to assist advancing women, 
monitor unfair discrimination and make 
recommendations on the acceleration of 
recruitment, development and promotion 
of women in mining.

Promoting diversity and transformation
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Our 2016 performance on 
diversity
We made good progress this year in 
promoting equitable representation at all 
levels and remain well positioned relative 
to our competitors. At year end, we had 
achieved and in most cases exceeded 
the Charter’s targets (see table below).

At our South African operations, 
the aggregate level of HDSA 

representation at management levels 
was 53%, up from 51% the previous 
year. We had 137 women represented 
in management, representing 19.9% of 
total management, up from 17% the 
previous year. Our overall representation 
of women remained at 11%. 
Representation of women in mining 
development programmes continues to 
improve in all mining training streams.

At Zimplats, women accounted 
for 33% of all surface engagements 
this year, far surpassing our target 
of 10%. The number of women in mining 
is improving year on year, currently 
constituting 7% of the total Zimplats 
workforce.

HDSA in management (South Africa)

2016 2015

Mining 
Charter 

target 
%

HDSA 
%

Total 
number of 

employees/
members

HDSA 
employees/

members

Mining 
Charter 

target 
%

HDSA
%

Total 
number of 

employees/
members

HDSA 
employees/

members

Board 40 58 12 7 40 63 16 10
Exco 40 44 9 4 40 44 9 4
Senior management 40 47 88 41 40 40 99 40
Middle management 40 47 196 92 40 46 211 98
Junior management 40 57 397 226 40 56 425 239

Total management 53 702 370 51 760 391

HDSA excluding non-executives is 363, which represents 52% of management. Senior management representation is E levels 
(excluding Exco), middle management is D upper and junior management is D lower.

Employment equity at our South African operations

Level Total in service
Total HDSA 
employees % HDSA

F – Top management 4 2 50
E – Senior management 92 42 46
D – Professionally qualified 593 318 54
C – Skilled technical 4 875 3 801 78
B/A –  Semi-skilled and discretionary decision 

making/unskilled 28 862 25 449 88

Total permanent 34 426 29 612 86

Non-permanent employees 35 32 91

Total 34 461 29 644 86
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Promoting diversity and transformation

The tables below summarise the representation of indigenous people at our Zimbabwean operations.

Indigenous people representation at our Zimbabwe operations
Mimosa

Level
% indigenous

people
Number in‑

service

Number of
indigenous
employees

F – Top management 100 7 7
E – Senior management 100 12 12
D –  Professionally qualified and experienced 

specialists and mid-management 100 72 72
C –  Skilled technical and academically qualified 

junior management 100 104 104
B – Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 100 125 125
A – Unskilled and defined decision making 100 359 359

Total 100 681 681

Zimplats

Level
% indigenous

people
Number in‑

service

Number of
indigenous
employees

F – Top management 0 0 0
E – Senior management 100 21 21
D –  Professionally qualified and experienced 

specialists and mid-management 100 76 76
C –  Skilled technical and academically qualified 

junior management 99.8 912 909
B – Semi-skilled and discretionary decision making 99.9 1 490 1 489
A – Unskilled and defined decision making 100 548 548

Total 99.9 3 047 3 043
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Mining training programmes in South Africa 2016

Total number 
of participants Female participants % female

Mining training streams 51 17 33 
Mining diplomats 3 2 67
Mining trainees 17 1 5
Bursary students 40 12 30
Learnerships (Level 2 and 3) 102 11 11
Rock breaker qualification obtained 41 6 15

Our focus on diversity for 2017 and beyond
Our key objectives for the year ahead are to:
●● Focus on promoting diversity in the organisation and the advancement of historically disadvantaged HDSAs and women across 

all our South African operations
●● Eliminate transformational barriers and empower operational transformational forums to advance equity
●● Focus on retaining talent and promoting from within the organisation
●● Address amendments in the new Mining Charter and ensure provision for women representation
●● Continue to focus on representation of HDSAs at senior management level
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